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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with three standard types of partial differential equations 
(PDE) with constant coefficients in linear parts and nonlinear (or quasi-linear) 
perturbed quasi-periodic (q.p.) terms, as follows; 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where f andg are q.p. in t and vanish at x,, = 0, rr, TV 1 l,..., n, 2r-periodic and 
odd in x, , and A is a Laplacian. We impose boundary conditions 
4x, t> Is = 0, (1.4) 
where S = a - Q, Sz = {x E Rn: 0 < x, < V, p = I,..., n) and the bar over a 
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domain denotes the closure of the domain. Our main aim is to show under some 
conditions on constants a:, Ll, , y and the differentiabilities of forced termsf and 
g that for every E in some interval [0, E,,) each equation has a q.p. solution unique 
in some domain of a q.p. function space. All these solutions are classical ones 
if f and g are appropriate’y high differentiable, and have the same basic frc- 
quencies as f and g. In my previous papers [20, 2 l] it was shown that if f and ,q 
are real-analytic in x and t and q.p. in t, then for each small / E 1 there exist 
unique solutions of wave equations and diffusion equations of the above types, 
which are also real-analytic. In the proof we first set function spaces consisting 
of q.p. functions with appropriate norms, which assure some useful estimates, 
and a functional equation in the function spaces. After we show the existence 
theorem (Theorem 1) of the above functional equation using the successive- 
iteration method, we apply this theorem to (1. I), (I .2), and (1.3) with (I .4) 
implying the existence of 9.1’. solutions unique in some domains (Theorem 2). In 
the latter part some estimates of nonlinear composition functions are needed. 
Note that in order to gain the regularity of the q.p. solutions one needs suitably 
high differentiability off and g. 
In various cases many authors have investigated periodic, quasi-periodic, 
and almost periodic solutions of linear and nonlinear (or quasi-linear) PDE. 
In [6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 191 it is shown that there exist periodic solutions vanishing 
at the boundary of weakly quasi-linear (or nonlinear) wave equations with 
dissipative terms. Those solutions are classical. In particular, Rabinowitz [14] 
and Wahl [19] showed that weakly but highly nonlinear wave equations with 
the Dirichlet conditions have periodic solutions under high-differentiability 
conditions off and g. In [ 111 it is shown that there exist weak periodic solutions 
of quasi-linear wave equations including large perturbations. Kotokov [8] and 
Prouse [12] treated almost-periodic weak solutions of linear and quasi-linear 
wave equations, respectively, with almost-periodic forced terms. In [8] the 
equation has no dissipative term (cf. [20, Proposition 21); on the other hand, in 
[12] the equation has nonlinear dissipative terms. Rabinowitz [13], Hall [5], 
and %astnova and Vejvoda [IS] investigated periodic classical solutions of 
linear and weakly quasi-linear parabolic PDE under some boundary conditions. 
(In [14] a weakly but strictly nonlinear case is treated.) Bange [l], Kusano [9], 
Fife [3], and Smulev [16] showed the existence of periodic classical solutions 
of quasi-linear parabolic PDE containing large perturbed quasi-linear terms 
and variable coefficients under suitable boundary conditions (Kusano and Fife 
treated boundary conditions of the first kind). Smulev [15, 171 and Foias and 
Zaidman [4] showed the existence of linear parabolic PDE with variable coef- 
ficients and some boundary conditions (the solutions in [15, 171 are classical 
ones) and Corduneanu [2] treated almost-periodic solutions with respect to 
spatial variables of parabolic PDE with constant coefficients in linear part and 
quasi-linear forced terms. Zaidman [22] h s owed that there exist almost periodic 
solutions of linear Poisson PDE. Those solutions are weak ones. 
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2. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS IN THE QUASI-PERIODIC FUNCTION SPACE 
We define quasi-periodic function spaces &,, . We call a function 
f(t, u) E C(R1 x RS, R’) a quasi-periodic (q.p.) function in t, if there exist 
a function p(0, a) E C(R” x R”, R1) 2n-periodic in 0 and real numbers 
w1 ,...’ w, such that f^(wt, a) =f(t, a), where we write 1!9 = (0, ,..., e,), 
w = (q )...) urn) and wt = (qt,..., u,t), and a is any parameter vector in some 
Euclidean space. The function p(S, a) is called the corresponding function 
(c.p. function) of f(t, a) and is always identified by a h over the q.p. function 
f(t, u). Real numbers or ,..., w, are called basic frequencies. We denote by 8, 
the class of f(X, t, b) q.p. in t, where x = (x1 ,..., x ) E R”, lr is any parameter 
vector, for which j(x, 8, b) is Cp-class, 2rr-periodic in X, odd in x, and vanishes 
at x, = 0, V, p == l,..., n. And we denote by 6, the class of a c.p. function 
j(x, 8, b) of f(~, t, b) E 8, . We introduce some norms in 8, and 6, . Any 
function f (x, 0) E 6, is expanded into a Fourier series 
where j = (jr ,..., j ) E Zn, k = (k, ,..., k,,) E Zwb, (j, x) = j,x, + ... + jnxa , 
(k, e) = k,e, + ... + k,e, . Let 
We set 
If lo = IPI, = 1 lfa I > 
?.k 
and 
l!f l/z = 
;s 0.
I D”f II = 3 1 0, 1,2, 3, 
where Do‘ is a differential operator with respect to x and 8, and we abbreviate 
/fiI~~~/fI~~~~Ilf~/I~~~llflI~.~~~~~~~~~~y~,,,~=~,~,~,~~~~~,,=~, 
the class of a function f E 8, finite with respect to norm /I . III . The following 
proposition is clear. 
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PROPOSITION. A411 Fz,, , 1 = 0, I, 2, 3, are Banach spaces with reference to 
the norm I 1 , respectively. 
The following lemma is for later use. 
LEMMA 1. For every f E f12(,,,ta) , 
If lo < co If 12h+n) 3 (2.1) 
where co is a constant depending only on m, n and 1 f 1, = ~upl~i~~,~,~ 1 D’f^(z, 8)! , 
where D is a dz.erential operator in x, 0. 
This lemma is well known, so the proof is omitted. 
Now we shall deal with functional equations in the function spaces ,F[,,, . 
We set 
FL” = {f E.Fz,p: llf ill ,<LJ. 
We consider the functional equation 
K(u) = K(u) + g, BE&, (2.2) 
where M, and K, are operators satisfying the three assumptions below. 
,-r(2) M1 is a linear operator of S$+s into SD with a bounded inverse 
2 . p --, FL, ~ satisfying 
~1 JWIIZ G Cl,2 llf /lo * (2.3) 
(C,) K1 is a nonlinear operator of pLz into cFg satisfying properties of 
Lipschitzian and boundedness types: 
II fw) - w40 < c2.z II u - a l/z (2.4) 
for any 21, v E FL’; 
.I ~l@)llO < -wC,,L (24 
for any u E .&r. 
(Cd Cl,ZC2,2 < 1. 
We state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For any g E 9”,zC, i Eq. (2.2) has a solution unique in FL”. 
Proof. Here we abbreviate the suffix as 1, except in Fr,, and 11 . Ill, for sim- 
plicity. We apply Picard’s iteration method. One can construct a q.p. function 
sequence {u(“)}:=~ C &,, by 
M(U’“+l’) = K(U’“‘) i- g, 
M(u’0’) = g. 
(2.6) 
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We show that 
0) u(n) E *FL ) n = 0, l,...; 
(ii) 11 dn+‘) - dn) 111 < K 11 dn) - dnvl) 111 , 0 < K < 1, ?Z = 1, 2,.... 
Since U(O) can be solved by assumption (C,), U(O) = M-lg, it can be estimated 
by (2.3), 
Assume /j u(“) Ijr <L. Since from (2.6) and (C,), titn+l) = M-l(K(u(n)) + g) 
holds, one sees that using (2.3) and (2.5) 
II dn+l) Ill < Cl// w4 + g II0 
< q(L/2c, + L/24 = L, 
whence (i) is shown. From (2.6), clearly 
&+‘n+l’ - @) = K(u’n’) - $+h-l)), n = 1, 2,.... 
Applying (C,) to the above equation we obtain 
&~+l) _ &d = M-1(@(n)) - J-@&-l))), 
We apply (2.3) and (2.4) to obtain 
/I u(n+l) - U(S) (I1 < Cl I/ I+‘“)) - I+‘“-l’)(l, 
< c,c2 IId”) - u’“-1) III ,
so that by (C,) we have only to set clcz = K to show (ii). It is easy to show that 
the function sequence {zP)} is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm 
I] . II1 .Recalling the proposition, this sequence (~(~1) converges to some element 
u E 9r,, such that I( z@) - u II1 ---f 0 (n -+ oo). u is contained in PL because of(i). 
We show that u is a solution of Eq. (2.2). Th is is accomplished by estimating 
u - M-l(K(u) + g) with the norm I( * III using (C,) and (C,): 
II u - M-W4 + dllt 
< II u - dn+‘) IIt + II M-VW’? + g) - M-‘(Q) + g)llt 
< (I u - u’n+l) III + c,c, 11 u - U(n) (II --f 0, 
as n + co. This implies u = M-l(K(u) + g) in 9r,, . Last, we observe the 
uniqueness of this solution. Let a second solution of Eq. (2.2) be v E sL . 
Analogous to the above estimate, using (C,) and (C,), 
II u -- 2, IIt d II 11 - M-VW + g>llt + II M-VW + d - M-VW + g)llz 
+ II M-VW + d - TJ IIt 
G w2 II ZJ - v II2 . 
This means jl u - v/j1 = 0; henceforth u = ZI in 9r,, . Thus the theorem is 
proved. 
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3. EXISTENCE OF Q.P. SOLUTIONS 
We consider perturbed nonlinear (quasi-linear) PDE’s (l.I), (1.2), and (I .3). 
We can combine these three types of PDE’s into one: 
where (or =-= 01~ = 01, [r = p1 = iz = -aa = p3 = -<a = 1, pz = 0, and uI 
represents ac and its derivatives in the perturbed term in (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3). 
We require p > 2(m + TZ) and assume 
(W,) f(~, t) is an element of 9$; 
(W,) g(x, t, 4, where a~ are vector parameters defined in Euclidean 
spaces RQ, si = n + 2, s2 = s1 + n(n + 1)/2, sa = s2 + n + 1, are elements 
of %,+2(m+n)+l and A% 4 4 are C p+2(ni+“)+1-class in all variables x, 0, and a, 
g(x, t, uz(x, t)) are odd in X, if u(x, t) is. 
(Wa) Constants in Eqs. (1 .l), (1.2), and (1.3) satisfy 
011 # 0, I B’ I = 0, Yl < 
Y2 f z+> lP”l =o 
05ER1> I P” I = 0, Y3 < 
Initially we show the existence in the linear case. 
1. 
LEMMA 2. Let E =0 in (l.l), (1.2) and (1.3). Then each Eq. (3.1) with 
boundary conditions (1.4) has a unique q.p. solution E Fl,, . This solution satisfies 
II ZJ Ilc G cz llfllo + (3.2) 
Proof. We simply search for a q.p. solution in the form of a Fourier series 
such as 
u(x, t) = c %ke i(j.+)eiko.k)f 
jEP--(O},k@? 
Since f (x, t) can be expanded into a Fourier series C fjkei(j++ei(w-kJt, substituting 
these into (3.1) (c = 0) and comparing the coefficients lead to the relations 
J;k 
U'k = tz Cu.L2 - (w, Y2p2 - i(4w, 4 + C,PAJ - YZ ' (3.3) 
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Let 
h:,c = 1 + i Ii, I + lb, 41 9 
u=l 
h: = h$ + f I(w, 4 j, I + (w, 4’. 
LA=1 
Then from (3.3), clearly, 
I &% I G cz lfjk II 1= 1,2,3, 
implying 
I u I1 d cz If lo 7 (3.4) 
where c1 are constants not depending on j, k. It is clear that each D%, / (T 1 < p, 
is a unique solution of the linear equation being operated by differential operator 
D”, since (3.3) holds and j DOu I1 < c1 j D”fjO, ) u ) <p. Hence we obtain (3.2) 
and this solution belongs to 9r,, . Thus the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. (a) Let u(x, t) be any element of SLz. Then for given g(x, t, aI) 
satisfying (W,) there exists a constant M,,, depending on L, and g such that 
II &, 0, fU/, < MM . (3.5) 
(b) Let u(x, t) and v(x, t) be any elements of FL”. Then for g(x, t, al) in (a) 
there exists a constant M,,, depending on L, and g such that 
II 2(x, 4 4 - 16~ 0, Qllo G M,,, II u - u llz . (3.6) 
Proof. First we show that for any u E FL0 and any /z(x, 0, al) E Pz.m+n) , 
satisfying (W,), 
I 4% k4)lo -G 4 , (3.7) 
where Al are constants depending on L, and h. Let fi(x, 0, zi,(x, 0)) = 
(A o zi) (x, 6). In order to clarify the process of deduction, it is sufficient to show 
that for any u(x, t) E SLo and any h(x, 0, a), a E R1, class C2(m+n) in all variables 
X, 8, a, the estimate 
I &x, 0, fi>lo < A, > (3.8) 
holds, where A, is a constant depending on L and h. It is obvious that this 
result extends to the class of multidimensional u2 , so that (3.7) holds. Using 
Lemma 1, we have 
I h o 22 lo < co I R o G l2(m+d . 
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We recall the chain rule 
where APnT are constants, and 5, 7, and 7i are nonnegative integers atisfying 
71 + 27, + ... + ~7~ + 7 = 4 and ) vi j =z i, i == I ,..., 9 From triangle 
inequality we have 
Since SUP,,~,~ 1 D*d(x, O)i <L because of jJ zi /I,, <L, we obtain 
1 0’3% 0 ti(x, e)l < A, , I 0 I = q d 2(” + I>, 
where A, is a constant depending on L, t%, and q. Hence we have shown (3.8). 
Now we show (3.5). Using the chain rule, Lemma 1, triangle inequality, 
If’gl,~lfl,~lglrJ~ and jl zlr jjr <L, one can estimate, for ( 0 1 = q ,( p, 
where Bcllr are constants and 1 7 1 = 7r + ... + ro.. Since the functions 
(D”(8g/&Q)) (x, 8, a) are C 2(“+n)-class in all variables x, 0, and or, we can 
use (3.7), whence 1 Dn(8g/&z,f)lo < A$j, , where A$,‘, are constants depending 
on L, , g, and [, 7. Therefore this yields 
so that finally we have 
Thus the former part is proved. Similarly, we can estimate 
II ‘f(x, 0, 4) - k(% 6 fml 
for u, v E sLz. Again using the chain rule, we have 
D”g(x, 8, a,) - D”g?(x, 0, 6,) 
= C &,(4) C %vPW’ - c 6,(C) c 4vV’“G) 
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where we set iA = (D”(aEg/&rrE)) (x,0, tic), (D’%)’ =& (Doi&)7i, etc., 
whence we obtain 
r&x, 8, 22,) - w&x, 8, 4,) 
implying from II uz Ill <L, , II 7h IL <L, , triangle inequality, and / f . g I,, <
Iflo. lglo9 
Since the functions jm(6,) are C 2(“+n)+1-class in all variables x, 0, and 6, , we 
can estimate from (3.7) 
I i!,,(~z>lo G 42 3 (3.10) 
where A!$ are constants depending on L, , j and E, 7. Now from Lemma 1 one 
has 
whence analogously to the above calculations, 
where GIllIT are constants, and applying the mean-value theorem to the first 
term, we have 
I w&4) - Wd~Jl < c I(&hlnl (4 (4 - a c I c~inIs  L1” 
+ c Ib%Elnl @,>I -%,l I 4 - 6, I > 
where ’ shows the differentiation with respect o ur , and wL is written in the form 
ur + pl(nz - u,), ps = p$(x, t), I pl I < 1, and EclVIr are constants depending on 
51) 71, and 1. Hence we have 
I &f&4) - mL(6)l < 4,hl I 4 - 61 I < 4”,, I f4 - 6 II 
G &D II 4 - 61 II1 9 
where Afstp are constants, implying 
(3.11) 
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Here A,‘:; are constants. Therefore combining (3.9) (3.10), and (3.1 I), we can 
obtain 
where N1, and M3,7 are constants not depending on ti, and 6, . Hence finally 
we have 
Thus we have shown the latter part of lemma. 
We state the following existence theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Consider Eqs. (1 .l), (1.2), and (1.3) with boundary conditions 
(1.4). Under assumptions (W,), (W,), and (W,), there exists a positive constant cl 
such that for any E, 0 < E < Ed , each Eq. (l.l), (1.2) and (1.3) has a q.p. solution 
unique in FLz, where L = 2c, jl fIlo . 
Proof. We apply Theorem 1. We set 
and cl.1 = cr . We show that these satisfy conditions (C,), (C,), and (C,). (C,) 
about M and (C,) about K are satisfied because of Lemmas 2 and 3, respectively. 
If we take cz > 0 appropriately small, then E~c~,~M,,~ < I holds, whence we 
have only to set ~a,~ = EJM,,, , implying (C,). Therefore applying Theorem 1 
we have shown Theorem 2. 
We set al in (W,) by (a?,..., ail). 
COROLLARY. Consider the equations 
g u = Au + i p, & u + yu + q&5 t) + g(x, 4 %A (1.2’) 
US1 LL 
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with boundary conditions (1.4), where g(x, t, al) is written in the form 
g(x, t, 4 = 2 Ax, 4 4 WY 
n=l 
and E’ is a positiwe constant. Assume (W,), (W,), and (WJ aboutf,(x, t), g,(x, t, a,) 
and constants 01, j3, , y. Then there exists a positive constant cl’ such that for any 
E’, 0 < E’ < es’, each of Eqs. (l.l’), (1.2’), and (1.3’) has a q.p. solution unique 
in FLl, where L = 2~‘c~ // fi \I0 and cl is the same constant as that in Theorem 2. 
The proof is easy, for if one sets u = E’V, the equations are reduced to the 
forms of (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) respectively. 
EXAMPLE. Consider a wave equation with dissipative term and boundary 
conditions (1.4) 
gu-du++=f(x,t)+uS, ci # 0. (3.12) 
If f~ SFp is sufficiently small, then applying the corollary to Eq. (3.12) gives a 
q.p. solution unique in {U E &,9: Ij u ]I1 < 2c, jjf\ls>, w ere h cr is a constant 
depending on 01. Moreover if we take f(x, t) in Eq. (3.12) to satisfy Ilf\lE < 
1/(3~~)~, then we can show that for a quasi-linear perturbed term eg(x, t, u, 
u % ’ ?A~), p = 1,2, 3, satisfying (WJ, the equation 
$24 - Au + a ; u =f(x, t) + 22 + cg (x, t, 24, 2 , S) (3.13) 
has a q.p. solution if E is a sufficiently small constant. This solution is unique in 
iu E cl: II 24 111 G 36 llfllO>~ 
This is shown by Picard’s iteration method and Lemma 3. We construct a
function sequence C&,, as follows; 
Eu(n+l) 
at2 
_ ~&2fl) + a gUb+l) _ (u("+193 
= f(x, t) + cg (x, t, dn), 6 d”), $ dn)) , n = 0, l,..., (J), 
a2 
- u(O) _ d*(O) + a ; u(O) = 
at2 (u(o))3 +f(x, 4. 
It is clear from the corollary that 
II dn+l) Ill < 2, Ilf + q(x, t, @), (@%, > (~‘%)llo . 
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Using Lemma 3, clearly, under 1 ~6~~) i r < 3c, ,iflio , 
If one takes E,-, small enough, then one has for any E, 0 < t < E,, 
Since I/ u(O) /I1 < 2c, iifll,, one has // zP) 1/r < 3cr I!/‘llo forall TZ = 0, l,.... After 
one subtracts (J),-, from (J), , applying Lemmas 2 and 3 it can be estimated 
that 
II u(n+l) _ u'") I1 
< c1(li(u ‘n+1))3 - (U’“‘)3 Ilo + d12,, /I da’ - ldn-l’ ill) 
G 4 u ‘n+1) - u’n’ Ilo *3(3c, llfllO)* + dbz2,, 11 u(n) - u’n-1) lil). 
Since 27~,~ /if/;: < 1, we obtain 
I/ u’n+l’ _ u’d cM2.1 
Ill G 1 _ 27c,3 ,lfl,,2 /I zJn) - d”-l) II1 9
so that if one takes E small enough, it is shown that 
11 @+I) - u’n’ /I1 < K 11 U’fi) - U-1’ /I1 ) (3.14) 
setting &&r/(1 - 27cr3 ljjl@ = K. From (3.14) the convergence of {u(“)} 
follows; i.e., Ij UC%) - i 11, + 0 (n --f co) for some ti E Fr,, . u^ is the q.p. solution 
of Eq. (3.12) unique in sL1, L = 3c, IIf/!, . 
Again consider Eq. (3.1). Assume in addition to (W,) and (W,) that 
(W,) j(x, 0) with its derivatives in x and 0 up to order p and S(x, 6, a,) 
with its derivatives in X, 0 and a, up to order p + 2(m + n) + 1 vanish in a 
neighborhood of S, and instead of (W,), 
w5> 011 # 0, 1 > Yl - BE (Pu1)2, Yz - * 1 (&2)2 4 z+, 
II w 
a3 E R1, Y3 - a~ca312 < 1 
Ll 
We have the second existence theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Consider Eqs. (1 .I), (1.2), and (1.3) with (1.4). Under assump- 
tions Wd, (W2>, (W, and (W,), there exists a positive constant el such that for 
any~,0<~<~I,eachofEqs.(1.1),(1.2), and (1.3) has a classical q.p. solution in 
B with 1) e(+Q)i2u ljl ,( L, x ED, where L depends on cl’, $, and f, and constants 
cz’ are given below. 
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Proof. Setting U(X, t) = e-@J)12e)(X, t), Eq. (3.1) is reduced to the same 
form as that in Theorem 2, where the y1 are replaced by y2 - $ C (&2)2, and 
f (x, t) and g(x, t, UJ by fl(x, t) and g”(x, t, v,), respectively, defined by continuing 
e(s,r)12f (x, t) and e(s*2)/2g(x, t, UJ in 0 to 2+periodic odd functions in each 
variable X, . Constants cl’ are replaced in the reduced equations by the constants 
cI in Theorem 2. From (W,), J and g” satisfy (W,) and (W,). From (W,), the 
new constants in the equations satisfy (W,). So applying Theorem 2 to the 
reduced equations, we get the existence of a q.p. solution. 
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